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(57) A secure joining system is a secure joining sys-
tem comprising a plurality of secure computation appa-
ratuses; and the plurality of secure computation appara-
tuses are provided with vector joining parts 11n, first per-
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Description

TECHNICAL FIELD

[0001] This invention relates to secure computation
technology. In particular, this invention relates to a tech-
nique for joining two tables while maintaining confidenti-
ality.

BACKGROUND ART

[0002] In the field of secure computation technology,
a technique for joining two tables while maintaining con-
fidentiality is required.
[0003] As the technique for joining two tables while
maintaining confidentiality, for example, a technique de-
scribed in Non-patent literature 1 is known. In Non-patent
literature 1, an equijoin with key duplication is realized.

PRIOR ART LITERATURE

NON-PATENT LITERATURE

[0004] Non-patent literature 1: "An Efficient Equi-Join
Algorithm for Secure Computation and Its Implementa-
tion Toward Secure Comprehensive Analyses of Users’
Attribute and History Information", Naoto Kiribuchi, Dai
Ikarashi, Genbu Morohashi and Koki Hamada,
CSS2016, 2016

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

PROBLEMS TO BE SOLVED BY THE INVENTION

[0005] This invention provides a secure joining system
that, when there is no key duplication, joins two tables
while maintaining confidentiality at a higher speed than
the technique of Non-patent literature 1, a method, a se-
cure computation apparatus and a program.

MEANS TO SOLVE THE PROBLEMS

[0006] A secure joining system according to one as-
pect of this invention is a secure joining system compris-
ing a plurality of secure computation apparatuses, where-
in F is an arbitrary ring, [α] represents shares obtained
by α being secret-shared when α is an arbitrary vector,
{{β}} represents shares obtained by β being secret-
shared when β is an arbitrary permutation, m0, m1, L0
and L1 are integers equal to or larger than 1, k0∈Fm0 is
a vector of keys of a first table, k1∈Fm1 is a vector of keys
of a second table, v0,p∈Fm0 is a vector of attribute values
of attributes p of the first table when p=0,...,L0-1 is as-
sumed, v1,q∈Fm1 is a vector of attribute values of at-
tributes q of the second table when q=0,...,L1-1 is as-
sumed, and π0 and π1 are predetermined permutations
of lengths m0 and m1, respectively; and the plurality of
secure computation apparatuses are provided with: a

plurality of vector joining parts generating shares [k’] of
a vector k’∈[F]m0+m1 obtained by joining the vector k0
and the vector k1, using shares [k0] of the vector k0 and
shares [k1] of the vector k1; a plurality of first permutation
calculating parts generating shares {{σ}} of a permutation
σ that performs stable sorting of the vector k’ in ascending
order, using the shares [k’]; a plurality of first permutation
applying parts generating shares [σ(k’)] of a vector σ(k’)
obtained by applying the permutation σ to the vector k’,
using the shares [k’] and the shares {{σ}}; a plurality of
first vector generating parts generating shares [e] of a
vector e that has 1 as an element corresponding to a
certain element of the vector σ(k’) if the certain element
and an element next to the certain element are the same
and has 0 as the element corresponding to the certain
element if the certain element and the element next to
the certain element are different, using the shares [σ(k’)];
a plurality of second vector generating parts generating
shares [e’] of a vector e’ that has 1 as an element corre-
sponding to a certain element of the vector e if one of the
certain element and an element before the certain ele-
ment is 1 and, otherwise, has 0 as the element corre-
sponding to the certain element, using the shares [e]; a
plurality of bit-flipping parts generating shares [e"] of a
vector e" obtained by bit-flipping each element of the vec-
tor e’, using the shares [e’]; a plurality of second permu-
tation calculating parts generating shares {{σ’}} of a per-
mutation σ’ that performs stable sorting of the vector e" in
ascending order, using the shares [e"]; a plurality of sec-
ond permutation applying parts generating shares [σ’(e")]
of a vector σ’(e") obtained by applying the permutation
σ’ to the vector e", using the shares [e"] and the shares
{{σ’}}; a plurality of third vector generating parts generat-
ing shares [x] of a vector x that has ai/2Ì as an element
corresponding to a certain element i of the vector σ’(e")
if the certain element i is 0 and has 0 as the element
corresponding to the certain element i if the certain ele-
ment i is not 0, using the shares [σ’(e")]; a plurality of
inverse permutation applying parts generating shares
[σ-1(σ’-1(x))] of a vector σ-1(σ’-1(x)) obtained by applying
an inverse permutation σ’-1 of the permutation σ’ and an
inverse permutation σ-1 of the permutation σ to the vector
x, using the shares [x], the shares {{σ}} and the shares
{{σ’}}; a plurality of vector separating parts generating
shares [s0] of a vector s0 composed of m0 elements from
the top of the vector σ-1(σ’- 1(x)) and shares [s1] of a vector
s1 composed of remaining m1 elements of the vector
σ-1(σ’-1(x)), using the shares [σ-1(σ’-1(x))]; a plurality of
third permutation applying parts generating shares
[π0(s0)] of a vector τ0:=π0(s0) obtained by applying a per-
mutation π0 to the vector s0 and shares [π1(s1)] of a vector
τ1:=π1(s1) obtained by applying a permutation π1 to the
vector s1, using the shares [s0], the shares [s1] and the
permutations π0 and π1, and publishing τ0:=π0(s0) and
τ1:=π1(s1); a plurality of attribute value permutating parts
generating shares [v’0,p] of a vector v’0,p obtained by per-
mutating a vector v0,p of attribute values of the attributes
p of the first table by the permutation π0 and shares [v’1,q]
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of a vector v’1,q obtained by permutating a vector v1,q of
attribute values of the attributes q of the second table by
the permutation π1, using the shares {{π0}} of the permu-
tation π0, the shares {{π1}} of the permutation π1, the
shares [v0,p] of the vector v0,p and the shares [v1,q] of the
vector v1,q; and a plurality of fourth vector generating
parts generating shares [v"0,p] of a vector v"0,p that has
the i’-th element of the vector v’0,p as the (i’-1)th element
if the i’-th element of the vector τ0 is not 0, and shares
[v"1,q] of a vector v"1,q that has the i’-th element of the
vector v’1,q as the (i’-1)th element if the i’-th element of
the vector τ1 is not 0, using the vector τ0, the vector τ1,
the shares [v’0,p] and the shares [v’1,q].

EFFECTS OF THE INVENTION

[0007] By using an inverse permutation, it is possible
to, when there is no key duplication, join two tables while
maintaining confidentiality at a higher speed than the
technique of Non-patent literature 1.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

[0008]

Fig. 1 is a diagram illustrating a functional configu-
ration of a secure joining system;
Fig. 2 is a diagram illustrating a functional configu-
ration of a secure computation apparatus;
Fig. 3 is a diagram illustrating a process procedure
of a secure joining method; and
Fig. 4 is a diagram illustrating a functional configu-
ration example of a computer.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE EMBODIMENT

[0009] An embodiment of this invention will be de-
scribed below in detail. Note that, in the drawings, com-
ponents having the same function will be given the same
reference numeral, and duplicated description will be
omitted.
[0010] A configuration example of a secure joining sys-
tem of the embodiment will be described with reference
to Fig. 1. The secure joining system includes N (≥2) se-
cure computation apparatuses 11,...,1N. In the present
embodiment, each of the secure computation apparatus-
es 11,...,1N is connected to a communication network 2.
The communication network 2 is a circuit-switched or
packet-switched communication network configured so
that the connected apparatuses can mutually communi-
cate with one another, and is, for example, the Internet,
a LAN (local area network), a WAN (wide area network)
or the like. Note that each apparatus is not necessarily
required to be able to communicate online via the com-
munication network 2. For example, a configuration may
be made in which information to be inputted to the secure
computation apparatuses 11,...,1N is stored into a porta-
ble recording medium such as a magnetic tape and a

USB memory and inputted to the secure computation
apparatuses 11,...,1N from the portable recording medi-
um offline.
[0011] A configuration example of the secure compu-
tation apparatuses 1n (n=1,...,N) included in the secure
joining system will be described with reference to Fig. 2.
For example, as shown in Fig. 2, the secure computation
apparatuses 1n of the secure joining system are provided
with vector joining parts 11n, first permutation calculating
parts 12n, first permutation applying parts 13n, first vector
generating parts 14n, second vector generating parts
15n, bit-flipping parts 16n, second permutation calculat-
ing parts 17n, second permutation applying parts 18n,
third vector generating parts 19n, inverse permutation ap-
plying parts 110n, vector separating parts 111n, third per-
mutation applying parts 112n, attribute value permutating
parts 113n and fourth vector generating parts 114n, re-
spectively.
[0012] By each component of the secure computation
apparatuses 1n (1≤n≤N) performing a process of each
step described later in cooperation with each component
of the other secure computation apparatuses
1n’(n’=1,...,N; n#n’), a secure joining method of the em-
bodiment is realized.
[0013] Note that the processing of each step is per-
formed by secure computation. In other words, the se-
cure computation apparatuses 1n perform the process of
each step without restoring shares, in other words, with-
out knowing content of the shares.
[0014] Each of the secure computation apparatuses
1n is, for example, a special apparatus configured by a
special program being read into a well-known or dedicat-
ed computer having a central processing unit (CPU), a
random access memory (RAM) and the like. For exam-
ple, the secure computation apparatuses 1n execute
each process under the control of the central processing
unit. Data inputted to the secure computation apparatus-
es 1n and data obtained by each process are, for exam-
ple, stored into the random access memory, and the data
stored in the random access memory is read out to the
central processing unit and used for other processes as
necessary. At least a part of each component of the se-
cure computation apparatuses 1n may be configured with
hardware such as an integrated circuit.
[0015] In the description below, it is assumed that [α]
represents shares obtained by α being secret-shared
when α is an arbitrary vector, and {{β}} represents shares
obtained by β being secret-shared when β is an arbitrary
permutation.
[0016] A process procedure of a secure joining method
executed by the secure joining system of the embodiment
will be described with reference to Fig. 3.
[0017] The secure joining system described below se-
cretly and vertically joins a first table and a second table.
In other words, the secure joining system described be-
low obtains attribute values of the first table and attribute
values of the second table about keys common to the
first table and the second table while maintaining confi-
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dentiality.
[0018] It is assumed that m0, m1, L0 and L1 are integers
equal to or larger than 1. Here, m0, m1, L0 and L1 may
be the same values or may be different value.
[0019] The first table has m0 records. Each of the m0
records has one key and attribute values of L0 attributes.
It is assumed that k0∈Fm0 is a vector of keys of the first
table. When p=0,...,L0-1 is assumed, it is assumed that
v0,p∈Fm0 is a vector of attribute values of attributes p of
the first table. It is assumed that there are not duplicate
keys in the first table.
[0020] Here, a superscript m0 of [F]m0 means "m0".
Thus, in a superscript, an expression of a further super-
script or subscript may be omitted. Similarly, in a sub-
script, an expression of a further superscript or subscript
may be omitted.
[0021] The second table has m1 records. Each of the
m1 records has one key and attribute values of L1 at-
tributes. It is assumed that k1∈Fm1 is a vector of keys of
the second table. When q=0,...,L1-1 is assumed, it is as-
sumed that v1,q∈Fm1 is a vector of attribute values of
attributes q of the second table. It is assumed that there
are not duplicate keys in the second table.
[0022] For example, it is assumed that the number of
records of the first table is three, and that the first table
is configured with a key vector k0=(1,2,3)T and an at-
tribute value vector v0,1=(5,10,1)T of one attribute z1.
[0023] Further, it is assumed that the number of
records of the second table is four, and that the second
table is configured with a key vector k1=(1,3,4,5)T and
an attribute value vector v1,1=(2,4,9,8)T of one attribute
z1’.

<Step S1>

[0024] Shares [k0] of the vector k0 and shares [k1] of
the vector k1 are inputted to the vector joining parts
111,...,11N.
[0025] The vector joining parts 111,...,11N join [k0] and
[k1] to obtain [k’]∈[F]m0+m1.
[0026] More specifically, the vector joining parts
111,...,11N generate shares [k’] of a vector k’∈[F]m0+m1

obtained by joining the vector k0 and the vector k1, using
the shares [k0] of the vector k0 and the shares [k1] of the
vector k1 (step S1).
[0027] The generated shares [k’] are outputted to the
first permutation calculating parts 121,...,12N and the first
permutation applying parts 131,...,13N.
[0028] For example, the vector k0=(1,2,3)T and the
vector k1=(1,3,4,5)T are assumed. In this case, the vector
k’=(1,2,3,1,3,4,5)T is obtained.

<Step S2>

[0029] The shares [k’] are inputted to the first permu-
tation calculating parts 121,...,12N.
[0030] The first permutation calculating parts
121,...,12N obtain a sort {{σ}} of [k’].

[0031] More specifically, the first permutation calculat-
ing parts 121,...,12N generate shares {{σ}} of a permuta-
tion σ that performs stable sorting of the vector k’ in as-
cending order, using the shares [k’] (step S2).
[0032] The stable sorting refers to such that order of
equal data before the sorting is stored after the sorting.
The generation of the shares {{σ}} of the permutation σ
that performs the stable sorting can be realized, for ex-
ample, by a method of Reference Literature 1.
[0033] Reference Literature 1: "A Design and an Im-
plementation of Super-High-Speed Multi-Party Sorting:
The Day When Multi-Party Computation Reaches Script-
ing Languages", Dai Ikarashi, Koki Hamada, Ryo Kikuchi
and Koji Chida, CSS2017, 2017
[0034] The generated shares {{σ}} are outputted to the
first permutation applying parts 131,...,13N and the in-
verse permutation applying parts 1101,...,110N.
[0035] For example, the vector k’=(1,2,3,1,3,4,5)T is
assumed. In this case, the permutation σ is as shown by
Formula (1). For example, when it is assumed that num-
bers are written with 1 as start, each column (i,j)T of the
permutation σ means that the i-th element of the vector
to which the permutation is applied is moved to the j-th
position.
[0036] [Formula 1] 

[0037] Note that each element of the vector k’ may be
such that is obtained by bit decomposition. In other
words, each element of the vector k’ may be such that is
expressed by 0 and 1 bits.

<Step S3>

[0038] The shares [k’] and the shares {{σ}} are inputted
to the first permutation applying parts 131,...,13N.
[0039] The first permutation applying parts 131,...,13N
apply {{σ}} to [k’] to obtain [σ(k’)].
[0040] More specifically, the first permutation applying
parts 131,...,13N generate shares [σ(k’)] of a vector σ(k’)
obtained by applying the permutation σ to the vector k’,
using the shares [k’] and the shares {{σ}} (step S3).
[0041] The generated shares [σ(k’)] are outputted to
the first vector generating parts 141,...,14N.
[0042] For example, the vector k’=(1,2,3,1,3,4,5)T is
assumed, and it is assumed that the permutation σ is the
permutation indicated by Formula (1) above. In this case,
the vector σ(k’)=(1,1,2,3,3,4,5)T is obtained.

<Step S4>

[0043] The shares [σ(k’)] are inputted to the first vector
generating parts 141,...,14N.
[0044] The first vector generating parts 141,...,14N ob-
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tain such [e] that [ei]:=[σ(k’)i=σ(k’)i+1] and [em0+m1-1]:=[0]
are satisfied. When i is an integer equal to or larger than
0, ei means the i-th element of a vector e, and σ(k’)i means
the i-th element of the vector σ(k’). Thus, when i is an
integer equal to or larger than 0, the subscript i of a vector
means the i-th element of the vector. Here, ":=" means
to substitute a value on the right of ":=" for a variable on
the left of ":=". For example, a:=b means to substitute the
value of b for a variable a.
[0045] Note that, when the number of elements of a
vector is assumed to be M, the first element of the vector
is called the 0th element, the next element of the vector
is called the 1st element, and the last element of the
vector is called the (M-1)th element.
[0046] More specifically, the first vector generating
parts 141,...,14N generate shares [e] of a vector e that
has 1 as an element corresponding to a certain element
of the vector σ(k’) if the certain element and an element
next to the certain element are the same and has 0 as
the element corresponding to the certain element if the
certain element and the element next to the certain ele-
ment are different, using the shares [σ(k’)] (step S4).
Here, it is assumed that the last element of the vector e
is 0.
[0047] The generated shares [e] are outputted to the
second vector generating parts 151,...,15N.
[0048] For example, the vector σ(k’)=(1,1,2,3,3,4,5)T

is assumed. In this case, the vector e=(1,0,0,1,0,0,0)T is
obtained.

<Step S5>

[0049] The shares [e] are inputted to the second vector
generating parts 151,...,15N.
[0050] The second vector generating parts 151,...,15N
obtain such [e’] that [e’i]=[ei(+)ei-1] and [e’0]=[e0] are sat-
isfied. Here, (+) indicates exclusive-OR or addition.
[0051] More specifically, the second vector generating
parts 151,...,15N generate shares [e’] of a vector e’ that
has 1 as an element corresponding to a certain element
of the vector e if one of the certain element and an ele-
ment before the certain element is 1 and, otherwise, has
0 as the element corresponding to the certain element,
using the shares [e] (step S5). Here, it is assumed that
the first element of the vector e’ is the same as the first
element of the vector e.
[0052] The generated shares [e’] are outputted to the
bit-flipping parts 161,...,16N.
[0053] For example, the vector e=(1,0,0,1,0,0,0)T is
assumed. In this case, the vector e’=(1,1,0,1,1,0,0)T is
obtained.

<Step S6>

[0054] The shares [e’] are inputted to the bit-flipping
parts 161,...,16N.
[0055] The bit-flipping parts 161,...,16N obtain a bit flip
[e"] of [e’].

[0056] More specifically, the bit-flipping parts
161,...,16N generate shares [e"] of a vector e" obtained
by bit-flipping each element of the vector e’, using the
shares [e’] (step S6).
[0057] The generated shares [e"] are outputted to the
second permutation calculating parts 171,...,17N and the
second permutation applying parts 181,...,18N.
[0058] For example, e’=(1,1,0,1,1,0,0)T is assumed. In
this case, the vector e’’=(0,0,1,0,0,1,1)T is obtained.
[0059] Note that, if each element of the vector k’ is such
that is obtained by bit decomposition, a ring of e" may be
changed, for example, by mod P conversion. Here, P is
a prime number equal to or larger than 3. The mod P
conversion can be realized, for example, by a method
described in Scheme 5 of Reference Literature 1.

<Step S7>

[0060] The shares [e"] are inputted to the second per-
mutation calculating parts 171,...,17N.
[0061] The second permutation calculating parts
171,...,17N obtain a sort {{σ’}} of [e"].
[0062] More specifically, the second permutation cal-
culating parts 171,...,17N generate shares {{σ’}} of a per-
mutation σ’ that performs stable sorting of the vector e" in
ascending order, using the shares [e"] (step S7).
[0063] The generated shares {{σ’}} are outputted to the
second permutation applying parts 181,...,18N and the
inverse permutation applying parts 1101,...,110N.
[0064] For example, the vector e"=(0,0,1,0,0,1,1)T is
assumed. In this case, the permutation σ’ is as shown
by Formula (2).
[0065] [Formula 2] 

<Step S8>

[0066] The shares [e"] and the shares {{σ’}} are input-
ted to the second permutation applying parts 181,...,18N.
[0067] The second permutation applying parts
181,...,18N apply {{σ’}} to [e"] to obtain [σ’(e")].
[0068] More specifically, the second permutation ap-
plying parts 181,...,18N generate shares [σ’(e")] of a vec-
tor σ’(e") obtained by applying the permutation σ’ to the
vector e", using the shares [e"] and the shares {{σ’}} (step
S8).
[0069] The generated shares [σ’(e")] are outputted to
the third vector generating parts 191,...,19N.
[0070] For example, the vector e"=(0,0,1,0,0,1,1)T is
assumed, and it is assumed that the permutation σ’ is
the permutation indicated by Formula (2) above. In this
case, the vector σ’(e")=(0,0,0,0,1,1,1)T is obtained.
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<Step S9>

[0071] The shares [σ’(e")] are inputted to the third vec-
tor generating parts 191,...,19N.
[0072] The third vector generating parts 191,...,19N ob-
tain [x]:=[σ’(e’’)i?0:ai/2Ì+1].
[0073] More specifically, the third vector generating
parts 191,...,19N generate shares [x] of a vector x that
has ai/2Ì as an element corresponding to a certain ele-
ment i of the vector σ’(e") if the certain element i is 0 and
has 0 as the element corresponding to the certain ele-
ment i if the certain element i is not 0, using the shares
[σ’(e")] (step S9).
[0074] Here, i=0,...,m0+m1-1 is assumed, and ai/2Ì
means the largest integer that is equal to or smaller than
i/2.
[0075] The generated shares [x] are outputted to the
inverse permutation applying parts 1101,...,110N.
[0076] For example, the vector σ’(e")=(0,0,0,0,1,1,1)T

is assumed. In this case, the vector x=(1,1,2,2,0,0,0)T is
obtained.

<Step S10>

[0077] The shares [x], the shares {{σ}} and the shares
{{σ’}} are inputted to the inverse permutation applying
parts 1101,...,110N.
[0078] The inverse permutation applying parts
1101,...,110N inversely apply {{σ’}} and {{σ}} to [x] to ob-
tain [σ-1(σ’-1(x))].
[0079] More specifically, the inverse permutation ap-
plying parts 1101,...,110N generate shares [σ-1(σ’-1(x))]
of a vector σ-1(σ’-1(x)) obtained by applying an inverse
permutation σ’-1 of the permutation σ’ and an inverse
permutation σ-1 of the permutation σ to the vector x, using
the shares [x], the shares {{σ}} and the shares {{σ’}} (step
S10).
[0080] The generated shares [σ-1(σ’-1(x))] are output-
ted to the vector separating parts 1111,...,111N.
[0081] For example, the vector x=(1,1,2,2,0,0,0)T is as-
sumed, and it is assumed that the permutation σ is the
permutation indicated by Formula (1) above, and the per-
mutation σ’ is the permutation indicated by Formula (2)
above. In this case, the vector
σ-1(σ’-1(x))=(1,0,2,1,2,0,0)T is obtained.

<Step S111>

[0082] The shares [σ-1(σ’-1(x))] are inputted to the vec-
tor separating parts 1111,...,111N.
[0083] The vector separating parts 1111,...,111N sep-
arate [σ-1(σ’-1(x))] into m0 elements [s0] from the top and
remaining m1 elements [s1].
[0084] More specifically, the vector separating parts
1111,...,111N generate shares [s0] of a vector s0 com-
posed of the m0 elements from the top of the vector
σ-1(σ’-1(x)) and shares [s1] of a vector s1 composed of
the remaining m1 elements of the vector σ-1(σ’-1(x)), us-

ing the shares [σ-1(σ’-1(x))] (step S11).
[0085] The generated shares [s0] and shares [s1] are
outputted to the third permutation applying parts
1121,...,112N.
[0086] For example, the vector
σ-1(σ’-1(x))=(1,0,2,1,2,0,0)T is assumed. In this case, the
vector s0=(1,0,2)T and the vector s1=(1,2,0,0)T are ob-
tained.
[0087] The vectors s0 and s1 show positions of dupli-
cate keys between the first and second tables. For ex-
ample, it is assumed that the key vector of the first table
is k0=(1,2,3)T, and the key vector of the second table is
k1=(1,3,4,5)T. In this case, the vector s0=(1,0,2)T and the
vector s1=(1,2,0,0)T are obtained. The duplicate keys be-
tween the first and second tables are "1" and "3". The
vector s0=(1,0,2)T and the vector s1=(1,2,0,0)T show po-
sitions of "1" and "3" in the vectors k0=(1,2,3)T and
k1=(1,3,4,5)T, respectively.

<Step S12>

[0088] The shares [s0] and the shares [s1] are inputted
to the third permutation applying parts 1121,...,112N.
[0089] The third permutation applying parts
1121,...,112N obtain [π0(s0)] and [π1(s1)] and publish
τ0:=τ0(s0) and τ1:=π1(s1).
[0090] More specifically, the third permutation applying
parts 1121,...,112N generate shares [π0(s0)] of a vector
τ0:=π0(s0) obtained by applying a permutation π0 to the
vector so and shares [π1(s1)] of a vector τ1:=π1(s1) ob-
tained by applying a permutation π1 to the vector s1, using
the shares [s0], the shares [s1] and the permutations π0
and π1, and publish the vector τ0 and the vector τ1 (step
S12). The vector τ0 and the vector τ1 are published to
the secure computation apparatuses 1n (1≤n≤N).
[0091] The permutations π0 and π1 are predetermined
permutations, for example, random permutations. The
permutations π0 and π1 may be permutations determined
in advance or may be generated at the time of performing
the process of step S12. The permutations π0 and π1 and
shares {{π0}} and {{π1}} thereof can be generated, for ex-
ample, by a method described in Paragraph 4.1 of Ref-
erence Literature 1. It is assumed that the secure com-
putation apparatuses 1n (1≤n≤N) have information about
the permutations π0 and π1 and the shares {{π0}} and
{{π1}} thereof and can perform calculation using the per-
mutations π0 and π1 and the shares {{π0}} and {{π1}} there-
of.
[0092] The generated shares [π0(s0)] and shares
[π1(s1)] are outputted to the attribute value permutating
parts 1131,...,113N.
[0093] For example, the vector s0=(1,0,2)T and the
vector s1=(1,2,0,0)T are assumed, and it is assumed that
π0 is a permutation indicated by Formula (3) below, and
π1 is a permutation indicated by Formula (4) below.
[0094] [Formula 3]
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[0095] In this case, the vector τ0=(0,2,1)T and the vec-
tor τ1=(0,1,0,2)T are obtained.

<Step S13>

[0096] Shares [v0,p] and shares [v1,q] are inputted to
the attribute value permutating parts 1131,...,113N.
[0097] The attribute value permutating parts
1131,...,113N permutate each attribute value of the first
table by {{π0}} and permutate each attribute value of the
second table by {{π1}}.
[0098] More specifically, the attribute value permutat-
ing parts 1131,...,113N generate shares [v’0,p] of a vector
v’0,p obtained by permutating a vector v0,p of attribute
values of the attributes p (p=0,...,m0-1) of the first table
by the permutation π0 and shares [v’1,q] of a vector v’1,q
obtained by permutating a vector v1,q of attribute values
of the attributes q (q=0,...,m1-1) of the second table by
the permutation π1, using the shares {{π0}} of the permu-
tation π0, the shares {{π1}} of the permutation π1, the
shares [v0,p] of the vector v0,p and the shares [v1,q] of the
vector v1,q (step S13).
[0099] The generated shares [v’0,p] and shares [v’1,q]
are outputted to the fourth vector generating parts
1141,...,114N.
[0100] For example, it is assumed that the vector of
the attribute z1 of the first table is v0,1=(5,10,1)T, the vec-
tor of the attribute z1’ of the second table is
v1,1=(2,4,9,8)T, π0 is the permutation indicated by For-
mula (3) above, and π1 is the permutation indicated by
Formula (4) above. In this case, the vector v’0,1=(10,1,5)T

and the vector v’1,1=(9,2,8,4)T are obtained.

<Step S14>

[0101] The vector τ0, the vector τ1, the shares [v’0,p]
and the shares [v’1,q] are inputted to the fourth vector
generating parts 1141,..., 114N.
[0102] The fourth vector generating parts 1141,...,114N
obtain such [(v"i,j)] that [(v"i,j)(τi)i’-1]:=[(v’i,j)i’] is satisfied
when (τi)i’≠0 is satisfied, for permutated attribute values
[v’i,j], wherein i=1,2 is assumed.
[0103] More specifically, the fourth vector generating
parts 1141,...,114N generate shares [v"0,p] of a vector
v"0,p that has the i’-th element of the vector v’0,p as the
(i’-1)th element if the i’-th element of the vector τ0 is not
0, and shares [v"1,q] of a vector v"1,q that has the i’-th
element of the vector v’1,q as the (i’-1)th element if the i’-

th element of the vector τ1 is not 0, using the vector τ0,
the vector τ1, the shares [v’0,p] and the shares [v’1,q] (step
S14). The fourth vector generating parts 1141,...,114N
perform this process for each of p (p=0,...,L0-1) and each
of q (q=0,...,L1-1).
[0104] For example, the vector τ0=(0,2,1)T, the vector
v’0,1=(10,1,5)T, the vector τ1=(0,1,0,2)T and the vector
v’1,1=(9,2,8,4)T are assumed. In this case, a vector
v"0,1=(5,1)T and a vector v"1,1=(2,4)T are obtained.
[0105] Since the vectors s0 and s1 show positions of
duplicate keys between the first and second tables, the
vectors τ0 and τ1 obtained by permutating the vectors s0
and s1 by the permutations π0 and π1, respectively, show
positions of duplicate keys between the first table and
the second table after permutation by the permutations
π0 and π1.
[0106] In the example described above, the second
element" 1" of the vector τ0=(0,2,1)T shows a position of
the key "1 " in the first table after permutation by the per-
mutation π0, and the first element "2" of the vector
τ0=(0,2,1)T shows a position of the key "3" in the first
table after permutation by the permutation π0.
[0107] Similarly, in the example described above, the
first element" 1" of the vector τ1=(0,1,0,2)T shows a po-
sition of the key "1" in the second table after permutation
by the permutation π1, and the third element "2" of the
vector τ1=(0,1,0,2)T shows a position of the key "3" in the
second table after permutation by permutation π1.
[0108] Therefore, by causing [(v"i,j)(τi)i’-1]:=[(v’i,j)i’] to be
satisfied when (τi)i’≠0 is satisfied, it is possible to cause
the attribute value "5" of the attribute z1 of the record with
the key "1" in the first table to be the 0th element of the
vector v"0,1=(5,1)T and cause the attribute value "1" of
the attribute z1 of the record with the key "3" in the first
table to be the first element of the vector v"0,1=(5,1)T.
[0109] Further, it is possible to cause the attribute value
of "2" of the attribute z1’ of the record with the key "1" in
the second table to be the 0th element of the vector
v"1,1=(2,4)T and cause the attribute value of "4" of the
attribute z1’ of the record with the key "3" in the second
table to be the first element of the vector v"1,1=(2,4)T.
[0110] In other words, the 0th element "5" of the vector
v"0,1=(5,1)T is the attribute value of the attribute z1 of the
record with the key "1" in the first table, and the first
element "1" of the vector v"0,1=(5,1)T is the attribute val-
ue of the attribute z1 of the record with the key "3" in the
first table.
[0111] Further, the 0th element "2" of the vector
v"1,1=(2,4)T is the attribute value of the attribute z1’ of
the record with the key " 1" in the second table, and the
first element "4" of the vector v"1,1=(2,4)T is the attribute
value of the attribute z1’ of the record with the key "3" in
the second table.
[0112] Thus, it can be said that the vector v"0,1=(5,1)T
and the vector v"1,1=(2,4)T indicate the attribute values
in the first table and the attribute values in the second
table, for the keys " 1" and "3" common to the first table
and the second table.
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[0113] According to this embodiment, it is possible to
obtain attribute values in the first table and attribute val-
ues in the second table, for keys common to the first table
and the second table while maintaining confidentiality.

[Modification]

[0114] Note that, when x is a positive integer equal to
or larger than 2, a key attribute may be a composite key
for x attributes. In this case, the process of step S1 may
be performed, for example, as below.
[0115] It is assumed that keys of the first table are
k0,0,...,k0,x-1. It is assumed that keys of the second table
are k1,0,...,k1,x-1.
[0116] In this case, at the process of step S1, k0,i and
k1,i are joined for each i to obtain k’i (i=0,...,x-1). Then,
each k’i is bit-decomposed to obtain a bit expression, and
the bit expressions are horizontally joined. For example,
when k’0=(1,2,3,1,3,0,1)T and k’1=(0,0,0,0,0,1,1)T are
assumed, (k’0)0=(1,0,1,1,1,0,1)T and
(k’0)1=(0,1,1,0,1,0,0)T are obtained by bit-decomposing
k’0.
[0117] Here, since k’0 takes a value between 1 and 3,
including 1 and 3, each element of k’0 can be expressed
in two bits. Here, (k’0)0 are low-order bits when k’0 is bit-
decomposed, and (k’0)1 are high-order bits when k’0 is
bit-decomposed. Since k’1 is originally a 1-bit number in
this example, decomposition is not required, and
k’1=(k’1)0 is assumed. When (k’0)0, (k’0)1 and (k’1)0 are
horizontally joined, the following can be obtained.

[0118] When what are arranged as above is regarded
as a matrix, and each row of this matrix is regarded as a
bit expression of a key of one record, a vector of bit ex-
pressions of keys of (1,2,3,1,3,4,5) is obtained. This vec-
tor may be used as k’ used at and after step S2. In this
way, processing can be also performed for the case of a
composite key.
[0119] In the case of a composite key, key duplication
refers to whether duplication occurs in terms of combi-
nations of all key attribute values, and it is assumed that,
even if individual attribute values are duplicate, it is not
regarded as duplication. For example, combinations of
(1,0) and (1,1) are not duplicate.
[0120] The embodiment of this invention has been de-
scribed above. However, a specific configuration is not
limited to the embodiment, and it goes without saying
that, even if design changes and the like are appropriately
made within a range not departing from the spirit of this

invention, the configuration is included in this invention.
[0121] Various kinds of processes described in the em-
bodiment are not only executed in time series in order of
the description but also may be executed in parallel or
individually according to processing capability of an ap-
paratus that executes the processes or as necessary.

[Program and recording medium]

[0122] The various kinds of processes described
above can be performed by causing a recording part 2020
of a computer shown in Fig. 4 to read a program that
causes each step of the above method to be executed,
and causing a controlling part 2010, an inputting part
2030, an outputting part 2040 and the like to operate.
[0123] The program in which the processing content
is written can be recorded in a computer-readable re-
cording medium. As the computer-readable recording
medium, anything is possible, for example, a magnetic
recording device, an optical disk, a magneto-optical re-
cording medium or a semiconductor memory.
[0124] Distribution of this program is performed, for ex-
ample, by performing sales, transfer, lending or the like
of a portable recording medium such as a DVD or a CD-
ROM in which the program is recorded. Furthermore, a
configuration is also possible in which this program is
stored in a storage device of a server computer, and is
distributed by being transferred from the server computer
to other computers via a network.
[0125] For example, a computer that executes such a
program first stores the program recorded in a portable
recording medium or transferred from a server computer
into its own storage device once. Then, at the time of
executing a process, the computer reads the program
stored in its own storage device and executes the process
according to the read program. Further, as another exe-
cution form of this program, the computer may directly
read the program from the portable recording medium
and execute the process according to the program. Fur-
thermore, each time a program is transferred to the com-
puter from the sever computer, the computer may se-
quentially execute a process according to the received
program. Further, a configuration is also possible in
which the above process is executed by a so-called ASP
(application service provider) type service in which, with-
out transferring the program to the computer from the
server computer, the processing functions are realized
only by an instruction to execute the program and acqui-
sition of a result. It is assumed that the program in this
form includes information which is provided for process-
ing by an electronic calculator and is equivalent to a pro-
gram (data or the like which is not a direct command to
the computer but has a nature of specifying processing
of the computer).
[0126] Further, though it is assumed in this form that
the apparatus is configured by causing a predetermined
program to be executed on a computer, at least a part of
the processing content may be realized as hardware.
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Claims

1. A secure joining system comprising a plurality of se-
cure computation apparatuses, wherein
F is an arbitrary ring, [α] represents shares obtained
by α being secret-shared when α is an arbitrary vec-
tor, {{β}} represents shares obtained by β being se-
cret-shared when β is an arbitrary permutation, m0,
m1, L0 and L1 are integers equal to or larger than 1,
k0∈Fm0 is a vector of keys of a first table, k1∈Fm1 is
a vector of keys of a second table, v0,p∈Fm0 is a
vector of attribute values of attributes p of the first
table when p=0,...,L0-1 is assumed, v1,q∈Fm1 is a
vector of attribute values of attributes q of the second
table when q=0,...,L1-1 is assumed, and π0 and π1
are predetermined permutations of lengths m0 and
m1, respectively; and
the plurality of secure computation apparatuses
comprise:

a plurality of vector joining parts generating
shares [k’] of a vector k’∈[F]m0+m1 obtained by
joining the vector k0 and the vector k1, using
shares [k0] of the vector k0 and shares [k1] of
the vector k1;
a plurality of first permutation calculating parts
generating shares {{σ}} of a permutation σ that
performs stable sorting of the vector k’ in as-
cending order, using the shares [k’];
a plurality of first permutation applying parts gen-
erating shares [σ(k’)] of a vector σ(k’) obtained
by applying the permutation σ to the vector k’,
using the shares [k’] and the shares {{σ}};
a plurality of first vector generating parts gener-
ating shares [e] of a vector e that has 1 as an
element corresponding to a certain element of
the vector σ(k’) if the certain element and an
element next to the certain element are the same
and has 0 as the element corresponding to the
certain element if the certain element and the
element next to the certain element are different,
using the shares [σ(k’)];
a plurality of second vector generating parts
generating shares [e’] of a vector e’ that has 1
as an element corresponding to a certain ele-
ment of the vector e if one of the certain element
and an element before the certain element is 1
and, otherwise, has 0 as the element corre-
sponding to the certain element, using the
shares [e];
a plurality of bit-flipping parts generating shares
[e"] of a vector e" obtained by bit-flipping each
element of the vector e’, using the shares [e’];
a plurality of second permutation calculating
parts generating shares {{σ’}} of a permutation
σ’ that performs stable sorting of the vector e" in
ascending order, using the shares [e"];
a plurality of second permutation applying parts

generating shares [σ’(e")] of a vector σ’(e") ob-
tained by applying the permutation σ’ to the vec-
tor e", using the shares [e"] and the shares {{σ’}};
a plurality of third vector generating parts gen-
erating shares [x] of a vector x that has ai/2Ì as
an element corresponding to a certain element
i of the vector σ’(e") if the certain element i is 0
and has 0 as the element corresponding to the
certain element i if the certain element i is not 0,
using the shares [σ’(e")];
a plurality of inverse permutation applying parts
generating shares [σ-1(σ’-1(x))] of a vector
σ-1(σ’-1(x)) obtained by applying an inverse per-
mutation σ’-1 of the permutation σ’ and an in-
verse permutation σ-1 of the permutation σ to
the vector x, using the shares [x], the shares
{{σ}} and the shares {{σ’}};
a plurality of vector separating parts generating
shares [s0] of a vector so composed of m0 ele-
ments from the top of the vector σ-1(σ’-1(x)) and
shares [s1] of a vector s1 composed of remaining
m1 elements of the vector σ-1(σ’-1(x)), using the
shares [σ-1(σ’-1(x))];
a plurality of third permutation applying parts
generating shares [π0(s0)] of a vector τ0:=π0(s0)
obtained by applying a permutation π0 to the vec-
tor s0 and shares [π1(s1)] of a vector τ1:=π1(s1)
obtained by applying a permutation π1 to the vec-
tor s1, using the shares [s0], the shares [s1] and
the permutations π0 and π1, and publishing
τ0:=π0(s0) and τ1:=π1(s1);
a plurality of attribute value permutating parts
generating shares [v’0,p] of a vector v’0,p ob-
tained by permutating a vector v0,p of attribute
values of the attributes p of the first table by the
permutation π0 and shares [v’1,q] of a vector v’1,q
obtained by permutating a vector v1,q of attribute
values of the attributes q of the second table by
the permutation π1, using the shares {{π0}} of the
permutation π0, the shares {{π1}} of the permu-
tation π1, the shares [v0,p] of the vector v0,p and
the shares [v1,q] of the vector v1,q; and
a plurality of fourth vector generating parts gen-
erating shares [v"0,p] of a vector v"0,p that has
the i’-th element of the vector v’0,p as the (i’-1)th
element if the i’-th element of the vector τ0 is not
0, and shares [v"1,q] of a vector v"1,q that has
the i’-th element of the vector v’1,q as the (i’-1)th
element if the i’-th element of the vector τ1 is not
0, using the vector τ0, the vector τ1, the shares
[v’0,p] and the shares [v’1,q].

2. A secure computation apparatus of the secure join-
ing system of claim 1.

3. A secure joining method, wherein
F is an arbitrary ring, [α] represents shares obtained
by α being secret-shared when α is an arbitrary vec-
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tor, {{β}} represents shares obtained by β being se-
cret-shared when β is an arbitrary permutation, m0,
m1, L0 and L1 are integers equal to or larger than 1,
k0∈Fm0 is a vector of keys of a first table, k1∈Fm1 is
a vector of keys of a second table, v0,p∈Fm0 is a
vector of attribute values of attributes p of the first
table when p=0,...,L0-1 is assumed, v1,q∈Fm1 is a
vector of attribute values of attributes q of the second
table when q=0,...,L1-1 is assumed, and π0 and π1
are predetermined permutations of lengths m0 and
m1, respectively; and
the secure joining method comprises:

a plurality of vector joining steps of a plurality of
vector joining parts generating shares [k’] of a
vector k’∈[F]m0+m1 obtained by joining the vec-
tor k0 and the vector k1, using shares [k0] of the
vector k0 and shares [k1] of the vector k1;
a plurality of first permutation calculating steps
of a plurality of first permutation calculating parts
generating shares {{σ}} of a permutation σ that
performs stable sorting of the vector k’ in as-
cending order, using the shares [k’];
a plurality of first permutation applying steps of
a plurality of first permutation applying parts gen-
erating shares [σ(k’)] of a vector σ(k’) obtained
by applying the permutation σ to the vector k’,
using the shares [k’] and the shares {{σ}};
a plurality of first vector generating steps of a
plurality of first vector generating parts generat-
ing shares [e] of a vector e that has 1 as an
element corresponding to a certain element of
the vector σ(k’) if the certain element and an
element next to the certain element are the same
and has 0 as the element corresponding to the
certain element if the certain element and the
element next to the certain element are different,
using the shares [σ(k’)];
a plurality of second vector generating steps of
a plurality of second vector generating parts
generating shares [e’] of a vector e’ that has 1
as an element corresponding to a certain ele-
ment of the vector e if one of the certain element
and an element before the certain element is 1
and, otherwise, has 0 as the element corre-
sponding to the certain element, using the
shares [e];
a plurality of bit-flipping steps of a plurality of bit-
flipping parts generating shares [e"] of a vector
e" obtained by bit-flipping each element of the
vector e’, using the shares [e’];
a plurality of second permutation calculating
steps of a plurality of second permutation calcu-
lating parts generating shares {{σ’}} of a permu-
tation σ’ that performs stable sorting of the vector
e" in ascending order, using the shares [e"];
a plurality of second permutation applying steps
of a plurality of second permutation applying

parts generating shares [σ’(e")] of a vector σ’(e")
obtained by applying the permutation σ’ to the
vector e", using the shares [e"] and the shares
{{σ’}};
a plurality of third vector generating steps of a
plurality of third vector generating parts gener-
ating shares [x] of a vector x that has ai/2Ì as an
element corresponding to a certain element i of
the vector σ’(e") if the certain element i is 0 and
has 0 as the element corresponding to the cer-
tain element i if the certain element i is not 0,
using the shares [σ’(e")];
a plurality of inverse permutation applying steps
of a plurality of inverse permutation applying
parts generating shares [σ-1(σ’-1(x))] of a vector
σ-1(σ’-1(x)) obtained by applying an inverse per-
mutation σ’-1 of the permutation σ’ and an in-
verse permutation σ-1 of the permutation σ to
the vector x, using the shares [x], the shares
{{σ}} and the shares {{σ’}};
a plurality of vector separating steps of a plurality
of vector separating parts generating shares [s0]
of a vector s0 composed of m0 elements from
the top of the vector σ-1(σ’-1(x)) and shares [s1]
of a vector s1 composed of remaining m1 ele-
ments of the vector σ-1(σ’-1(x)), using the shares
[σ-1(σ’-1(x))];
a plurality of third permutation applying steps of
a plurality of third permutation applying parts
generating shares [π0(s0)] of a vector τ0:=π0(s0)
obtained by applying a permutation π0 to the vec-
tor s0 and shares [π1(s1)] of a vector τ1:=π1(s1)
obtained by applying a permutation π1 to the vec-
tor s1, using the shares [s0], the shares [s1] and
the permutations π0 and π1, and publishing
τ0:=π0(s0) and τ1:=π1(s1);
a plurality of attribute value permutating steps
of a plurality of attribute value permutating parts
generating shares [v’0,p] of a vector v’0,p ob-
tained by permutating a vector v0,p of attribute
values of the attributes p of the first table by the
permutation π0 and shares [v’1,q] of a vector v’1,q
obtained by permutating a vector v1,q of attribute
values of the attributes q of the second table by
the permutation π1, using the shares {{π0}} of the
permutation π0, the shares {{π1}} of the permu-
tation π1, the shares [v0,p] of the vector v0,p and
the shares [v1,q] of the vector v1,q; and
a plurality of fourth vector generating steps of a
plurality of fourth vector generating parts gener-
ating shares [v"0,p] of a vector v"0,p that has the
i’-th element of the vector v’0,p as the (i’-1)th el-
ement if the i’-th element of the vector τ0 is not
0, and shares [v"1,q] of a vector v"1,q that has
the i’-th element of the vector v’1,q as the (i’-1)th
element if the i’-th element of the vector τ1 is not
0, using the vector τ0, the vector τ1, the shares
[v’0,p] and the shares [v’1,q].
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4. A program for causing a computer to function as each
part of the secure computation apparatus of claim 2.
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